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Abstract
The place and role of diversification of energy supply in the modern system of energy security of Ukraine are
determined. It is noted that diversification is a broad concept that provides for an even distribution of risks in order
to reduce their negative potential impact. Diversification can concern types of energy resources, sources of energy
resources, types of energy technologies. Based on the main priorities of Ukraine's economic development and in
order to ensure its energy independence, the main directions of development of the domestic energy sector have
been identified. According to the authors, in order to ensure the energy development strategy, an appropriate system of state regulation of the economy should be formed, which will allow for optimal interaction between all
elements of the economy and the state as a whole, and will be able to regulate and maintain the economy.
Keywords: energy security of Ukraine, energy sphere of Ukraine, diversification of energy supply, reduction
of energy dependence of the country, economy.
Introduction. Ensuring energy security through
energy diversification, optimization of energy consumption, as well as the widespread introduction of energy-efficient technologies and innovative developments in the field of renewable energy in all spheres of

human life is becoming a central issue in national strategies for economic development and programs of
global management institutions. In particular, with regard to the gas sector, a strategically important task facing the industry today is to reduce energy dependence
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and guarantee Ukraine's national security. Its solution in order to reduce their negative potential impact. Direquires research on diversification of energy supply versification can concern types of energy resources,
sources, study of the potential of the domestic gas trans- sources of energy resources, types of energy technoloportation system, assessment of the potential of energy gies. It is believed that diversification of energy supply
production and production, search for ways to increase by type and origin provides a higher level of energy seenergy efficiency and achieve energy efficiency in so- curity. However, diversification in itself does not lead
ciety.
to a positive impact on energy security, if it concerns
Problems of energy security, its main components, the use of additional less reliable energy sources [4, p.
determining the role and place of diversification policy 65-67].
in the energy security system are the subject of research
In general, diversification covers three main asby such scientists as: V. Barannik, S. Bevz, M. Brown, pects: diversification of energy sources (energy reG. De Vries, D. van Wuren, I. Gaidutsky, G. Grenen- sources); diversification of energy suppliers; diversifiberg, K. Denchev, J. Jewell, D. Johnson, O. Beak, Y. cation of locations of separate energy objects according
Dzyadykevich, M. Zemlyany, B. Johansson and others. to the spatial (geographical, territorial) principle [6; 9].
Methods. Methods of analysis and synthesis were
Diversification of energy sources requires the use
used to solve the set tasks (to highlight the main con- of a combination of different energy sources, types of
tradictions in the energy sector); causation (to identify energy resources, fuel cycles (based not only on nuclear
interdependencies in the energy sector); method of energy or natural gas, but also on such types of energy
analogies (for the formation of promising areas of en- resources as coal, oil, wind, biomass, geothermal energy supply); generalization (to highlight the main ergy sources, etc.). Diversification of energy suppliers
problems and prospects for the development of involves the use of several energy production points so
Ukraine's energy sector).
that one company or energy supplier cannot fully conAim. The purpose of the study is to clarify the trol the energy market. Spatial (geographical, territoplace and role of diversification of energy supply in the rial) diversification involves the spatial distribution of
modern system of energy security of Ukraine.
locations of individual energy facilities so that their
Presenting main material. Modern researchers functioning could not be disrupted due to a single event,
define «energy security» as an integral part of national malfunction or failure. Ensuring the diversification of
security, which is expressed in the ability to provide ac- energy sources by investing in many alternatives serves
cess to vital energy resources at affordable prices. The the interests of both consumers and producers, as this
following factors are of key importance in energy con- guarantees the independence of the energy supply chain
sumption: diversification of supplies, security of from any single energy source. The geographical distritransit, availability of reserves, high-quality and timely bution of the locations of individual energy facilities
information, security of infrastructure, increase of en- not only increases their overall safety and reliability,
ergy efficiency, protection of the environment, etc. [5; but also makes the entire energy distribution network
6]. To ensure the stability of the national energy econ- safer and more resistant to accidental failures and failomy with a reasonable combination of market relations ures of energy systems or intentional actions. Geowith government regulation, including long-term plan- graphical diversification contributes to the creation of
ning of its industries and the formation of strategic re- several conditional goals that cannot be violated simulserves of fuel and energy resources created in case of taneously, and thus prevents the possibility of a general
various crises and force majeure studies indicate differ- collapse of the energy system.
ent authors [7; 8].
In modern conditions, an important factor influA. Gilardoni notes that over the next 20 years, nat- encing the development of Ukraine's economy is the
ural gas will obviously be a key energy vector [1, p. 8]. dependence on energy resources imported from abroad
Ukraine ranks third in the world in terms of imports of at certain prices. The aggravation of the problem with
natural gas, but, unfortunately, with clear signs of gas gas imports due to price inconsistencies increases the
dependence in the country, almost nothing is being need to use its own energy resources. However, the
done to increase its own gas production or reduce its problem of reliable energy supply is due to the fact that
excessive consumption.
the country has insufficient own energy resources for
The main directions of reducing the country's en- consumption and production, which is why the country
ergy dependence in modern conditions: diversification is forced to buy them from abroad.
of types and sources of energy; increasing the transparEnsuring the energy security of Ukraine today is
ency, predictability and stability of external energy one of the main issues of political and economic develsources; improving the investment climate in the en- opment of the state, which affects the vital interests of
ergy sector; increasing energy efficiency and energy every citizen, every enterprise, regardless of its form of
saving through the introduction of innovative equip- ownership. There are active discussions among scienment and technology; ensuring high-quality and safe tists and government officials about energy security
physical condition of energy infrastructure; solving en- and, accordingly, the diversification of sources and
vironmental problems of energy use and ensuring sus- routes of gas supply to Ukraine, as well as ways to entainable development [3, p. 176].
sure them. According to many experts, the energy seIn our opinion, diversification is a possible way curity of the state is determined by its ability to meet its
out of the crisis for Ukraine. Diversification is a broad current and future needs for quality and affordable enconcept that provides for an even distribution of risks ergy, taking into account the likelihood of special re-
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gimes of the economy in emergencies. The deep pene- one of the key driving forces of energy security; detertration of energy into all sectors of the economy and mining component of security of energy supply; a
social sphere determines its special role in ensuring the means of reducing risks and minimizing the consesecurity of development of modern society.
quences of accidents at energy infrastructure facilities;
When formulating a new policy to ensure a means of developing competitive relations between
Ukraine's energy security, it is important to take into exporters.
account international aspects including investments,
Today, the gas deficit in Ukraine is replenished by
equipment, etc. on national security and stability of physical reverse flows, which are related to the import
economic and political relations between states, imple- of natural gas from the West. Reverse gas flows to
mentation of the Energy Charter and its treaty, interna- Ukraine are directed from Poland, Slovakia, Hungary,
tional emergency response; the need to develop eco- and Norway. Diversification of natural gas supply
nomic, legal and organizational mechanisms to ensure sources helps to reduce energy dependence by increasenergy security of the state. It is important that Ukraine ing the number of independent energy suppliers, and,
has become a full-fledged subject of the world energy consequently, increase the level of competition in the
market, the system of European and world energy se- market and increase its efficiency. The principle of dicurity.
versification of sources of energy supply to the country
In order to ensure the energy development strat- is applied by all developed countries of the world, along
egy, an appropriate system of state regulation of the with the widespread implementation of the principle of
economy should be formed, which will allow for opti- energy efficiency and energy saving.
mal interaction between all elements of the economy
and the state as a whole, and will be able to regulate and
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